
Are you a little bit unsure about how 

school will be in September? 

Please read some of our comments 

from parents about their experiences. 
“We appreciate your efforts for 
providing a safe environment 
for children during school time 

as well as making sure that 
their learning is not                

compromised.”   

“I feel totally happy with 
the measures the school 

has in place for social            
distancing and keeping 

everyone safe.”    

“What was really great was seeing       
everyone on that first day making the  

children feel special and on hand to 
show us to the classrooms and the       

relevant distance markers and the huge 
effort taken to make it as normal as 

possible.” 

“All of the staff have gone above and beyond to 
ensure the children’s best interests have been   

taken care of, the communication with home has 
been excellent. The use of seesaw has been a  

lovely added extra in Nursery as I can now ask 
questions related to the activities I know have  

occurred within the day to provoke                 
communication.”   

“I have no              
reservations around 

the children returning 
in September as I am 

sure the school will 
approach this with 

same care and          
attention as this initial 

phase.”   

“They felt safe, well looked   
after, it was really fun and 

they loved it. I never had any    
problems sending them and 
also felt that everything was 
done to make them safe and 
most importantly they were 

happy while they were there!” 

“I’m thrilled to have 
them in school and 
would allay anyone’s 
fears of sending their 
children back.” “I think the communication from the 

school and seesaw has been brilliant” 

“My biggest concern was that my child would find it 
difficult being physically distanced from her friends and 

teachers whilst at school, but the teachers at school 
were great and encouraged the children to think of 

other ways to bond and stay connected, they got     
creative making long distance hugs and writing letters 

to their friends and family.”  

The school put safety measures in place to keep 
our children and teachers safe and gently         

reminded our children that they can also help 
prevent germs spreading through hand washing. 
The school one way system was introduced and       
adhered to, it was detailed in emails prior to my 

child’s return so I was able to share this             
information and prepare my child for her return 

to school. 

“I found that being calm and proactive 
when speaking to my child helped get them 
ready for their return to school and sharing           

information on when and how this will        
happen, helped prepare my child for her    

return.” “With the return of some years, the one way  
system and staggered start time has reduced 

numbers hugely around school which allows for 
easy distancing.”   

“With all the teachers dotted around the classrooms 
checking in children, it seems easier to ask any      

questions or mention any concerns I may have (not 
that I have had any) and everyone seems very       
relaxed which makes for a pleasant school run.”  


